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Welcome to OSA's official newsletter!
One Small Act (OSA) is an environmental group
based around the idea that we can all make small
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changes in our lives to improve our earth. Together,
these small acts become bigger than just us, and
they can change the world.
This newsletter has been on our bucket list
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since OSA was created, and we are so excited to
present the first ever issue of The Green Butterfly,
our official newsletter!
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If you would like to subscribe to this newsletter, and
receive a new issue every month click here!

If you would like to join OSA, please click here!
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A SMALL CHANGE THAT WE CAN ALL MAKE
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SHARE YOUR
THOUGHTS WITH
US!
If you have any comments or
feedback about this issue
please click here !

Featuring work by:
Alyson Black

Morgan Van Blunk

Abigail Boudreau

Annie Boudreau

Anna Isselhardt

Mia Smith

Allison Surprenant

If you have any ideas about
what OSA should do next click
here !

If you completed a small act, share
it with annieb631@lsuu.org to be
featured in the next issue!

November
Vermont only has one landfill. Every single piece of
trash in Vermont ends up in this one hole. Every five
years in VT a Waste Composition study is conducted at
the landfill. More than half the waste in the landfill
did not have to be there. We need to change this.
So....the One Small Act environmental group is happy
Plastic
to announce that for the month of November, our
11%
theme is Sustainable Bathrooms.
This theme was proposed and voted on because of its
impact on everyone. We all use bathrooms but we
often overlook the amount of waste which we produce
every single day. By addressing the issues in our
bathrooms, we can be one step closer to a cleaner,
green earth.

Special Wastes
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Paper
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Organics
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your guide to a
GREEN BATHROOM

so what's up with bathrooms?
We use our bathrooms every day. Whether at school, work,
home, or a quick stop at a fast-food restaurant, everyone uses -and relies on -- a restroom. However, even though bathrooms are
deeply ingrained into our lives, they are often overlooked when we
reflect on the sustainable changes we can make to our homes and
workplaces. This can become a serious problem when you realize
how big of a problem your bathroom can pose without anyone

some tips for you!
WANT TO REPLACE
YOUR TOILET PAPER?
CHECK OUT THESE
ALTERNATIVES.

taking notice.
The bad news is that bathrooms are an absolute nightmare
when it comes to sustainability. Almost everything: from lotions to
disposable razors to the toilet paper and soap we use every day,
contribute to the thousands of active landfills in the US. It can get
overwhelming when we realize just how much waste our bathrooms
are

consistently

producing,

and

it's

easy

to

give

up

or

to

feel

DON'T WASTE YOUR
WATER! LIMIT YOUR
SHOWER LENGTH.

hopeless. However, that's where we come in!
The good news is that there are lots of small changes which
we can all make to obtain a zero-waste bathroom, many of which
are more sanitary than the products that you use! In order to help
you, the OSA members have collaborated to create a simple guide
for creating a sustainable bathroom.
Please note that this is just a resource to get you started. If
you are feeling inspired, don't hesitate to ask us a question or
share your progress

here!

SUSTAINABLE
TOOTHBRUSHES CAN
BE MORE SANITARY
THAN YOUR PLASTIC
ONE! TRY IT!

REDUCING WASTE IN YOUR BATHROOM

as recorded by Anna Isselhardt, OSA member

toilet paper

The average person uses
about 200 rolls of toilet
paper in a single year.
That means that 1 person
uses about 16200 rolls in a
lifetime (average 81
years). This does not
include wipes used as a
baby.

water

- Flushing your toilet uses
3 gallons of water - Every
minute you are in the
shower about 2 gallons
are used - and on any
given day about 3 gallons
are used for hand
washing, teeth brushing,
etc.

recycling

Less than 50% of recycling
made in the bathroom is
actually recycled the
majority goes into the
landfill. The recyclables are
mainly from packaging, and
bottles from soaps, lotions
and hair products.

These are small, first-steps you can take
that will actually save you money.
By taking shorter
showers, turning off the
faucet as you brush your
teeth or wash your face,
or by not flushing every
time you just go pee you
are saving so much water
from being wasted.

Simply by using a few less
squares when you use the
bathroom you can reduce
the amount going into
your septic system as well
as make your rolls last
longer therefore saving
money.

If you have 2 cans; 1 for
trash, 1 for recycling or a
trash can and a recycling
bag in your bathroom you
are much more inclined to
recycle thighs that you
might otherwise just throw
away.

Using less is always more!
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RECYCLE THE BATHROOM
BY MIA SMITH, OSA MEMBER

FIRST STEPS!
Take a few minutes in your bathroom. Try

While it’s great that you are trying to replace
your

old

items

with

eco-friendly

products,

it’s

equally, if not more important, that you dispose of

and see how many items are destined
for the landfill. Make sure to take note of

all of your products in an eco-friendly way. There

the packaging that products come in as

are many items in your bathroom that appear to

well! You can use the list below to help.

be disposable and get thrown away. BUT looks can
be deceiving; a lot of what we throw away can
actually be recycled!
For example, if you have some free time, or
you're
can

bored, or even while you’re watching tv, you

remove

though the
recycle

the

plastic

Recyclables

products

from

your

flossers.

floss still lands in the trash,

the

recycling

floss

part.

Collection

organization
which

Also,

Center

based

aren’t

in

the

Even

you can

Additional

(ARCC)
Barre

accepted

is

that

in

a

takes

standard

recycling.
Unfortunately, because Barre is out of the way
for

most

of

us,

people

often

throw

away

these

items anyway. OSA is working on making it so that
we can collect these recyclables at the school and
bring them to ARCC for you! Bathroom items they
are

currently

razors,

floss

taking

are;

containers,

toothbrushes,
and

shaving

toothpaste

tubes.

Once we get this up and running at the school, you
will be able to bring in
care

of

them.

brochure is

The

link

items
to

and

ARCC’s

we
full

will

hair & facial products
razor & shaving cream
pads & tampons
toilet paper
soap
deodorant
toothbrush & toothpaste
hairbrush
makeup wipes

take

recycling

here.
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PRODUCTS YOU CAN BUY
Compiled by Alyson Black, OSA member

Shampoo & Conditioner
The Product:

Generic shampoo & conditioner

Typically packaged in large plastic bottles Often
the packaging is made from #1 and #2 plastics
that are recyclable, but it can be hassle to clean
out each bottle and transport them to a
recycling center.

Check out these shampoo &
conditioner bars!
They are made of natural and organic
ingredients, are palm oil-free and
vegan, and are free of unnecessary

The Replacement:

Shampoo and conditioner

bars Like a bar of soap, these products eliminate
the need for plastic bottles, reducing your
amount of bathroom waste.

packaging!

Shaving Razors
The Product:

Plastic shaving razors

They need to be constantly replaced after only a
few months. Because of their short life-span, billions
of plastic razors are thrown into our landfills each
year.

T

he Replacement:

Metal shaving razors

A metal razor is of higher quality and lasts
significantly longer, giving you the opportunity to
save money by avoiding cheap, frequently-replaced
plastic razors. Reduces the amount of plastic waste
in your bathroom, helping keep unnecessary waste
from entering our landfills

Check out these metal razors!
(or these refillable razors)!
They estimate that if 50,000 people
switch to a metal razor, the amount of
disposable plastic razors found in
landfills will be reduced by 1.5 million
each year!

PRODUCTS YOU CAN BUY
Compiled by Alyson Black, OSA member

Conventional Toilet Paper
T

he Product:

Conventional toilet paper

Production of tissue to meet current US demands
contributes significantly to mass deforestation-and it’s impacting our climate. Check out this
source from the NRDC to read more on how the
production of conventional toilet paper is

Check out this toilet paper!
A great thing about Tushy’s product is
that it is free of cancerous BPAs that
can typically be found in conventional
toilet paper!

impacting our environment.

The Replacement:

Bamboo toilet paper

Bamboo is a 100% sustainable resource. It can
grow up to 39 inches per day--that means no
deforestation!

Deodorant
The Product:

Conventional deodorant

Typically packaged in plastic tubes that are made from
various different plastics Because of this, separation of
the recyclable plastics versus the non-recyclable
plastics included in the packaging is very difficult-meaning your used-up deodorant probably won’t be
accepted at your local recycling center In turn, this
creates a lot of plastic waste in our landfills each year.

Check out this deodorant!

The Replacement:

Recyclable-packaging

Packaged in various, easily recyclable--and
biodegradable--materials such as paper or cardboard

Their products come in cardboard tubes, are
vegan, palm oil-free, non-toxic, and have
ethical sourcing. You can select from a variety
of different scents, knowing that each is
created with organic, natural ingredients!

PRODUCTS YOU CAN BUY
Compiled by Allison Surprenant, OSA member

Plastic Toothbrushes
The Product:

Plastic toothbrushes

Hard for companies to recycle because different
parts of the toothbrush are made from different
types of plastics--similar to conventional
deodorant tubes. A large contributor to plastic

Check out these toothbrushes!

waste in our landfills.

They are made of bamboo
(compostable), cruelty free and vegan!

The Replacement:

Bamboo toothbrushes

Bamboo is a 100% sustainable resource and
these brushes are compostable!

Cotton Swabs
The Product:

Cotton Swabs

They need to be constantly replaced after only a
few months. Because of their short life-span, billions
of plastic razors are thrown into our landfills each
year.

T

he Replacement:

Reusable Cotton Swabs

A cotton swab that is TPE and PP, these are
reusable.

Check out this website for reusable tissues,
cotton rounds and an essential...masks!

Check out this cotton swab!
One Last Swab is equivalent to 1,000
normal cottonswabs/Q-tips

Share With Us!
RECYCLING YOUR BATHROOM
Other bathroom items that we haven’t
mentioned that you’re hoping to get rid of
sustainably? A great resource for getting
rid

of

anything

you’re

curious

about

is

Terracycle.
enter

what

you’re

trying

to

recycle

and your area
they’ll
about

provide

you

different

with

information

locations

and

programs pertaining to those items.
This can also help you decide on
which brands you should purchase items
from and support in the future.

We would love to hear all the
small acts

you complete! It

doesn't have to be related to
your bathroom!

Please share it with Annie :
(annieb631@lsuu.org)
Unless otherwise requested, you will
be featured in our next issue!

